H-King R/C scale model series

instruction manual

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Please read this manual carefully and follow the instructions of the manual before you use this
products.
2. Our airplane is not a toy, which is only suitable for experienced pilot. Or if you are a novice
pilot, please operate under the guidance of an experienced pilot.
3. Not recommended for the children under 14 years old.
4. Please adjust this plane according to the instructions and make sure to keep your body parts
out of the rotating propeller all the time, or it may cause damage to the plane or
serious injuries to your body.
5. Do not fly in the thunderstorm, strong wind or bad weather.
6. Never fly R/C planes where there are power lines overhead, automobiles, airport, railway
or highway.
7. Never fly R/C planes where are crowds of people. Give yourself plenty of room for flying, as
the plane can fly at a high speed. Remember that you are responsible for others safety.
8. Do not attempt to catch the plane when you are flying it.
9. The operator should bear full responsibility of proper operation and usage with regards to
the model. We, Hobbyking will not be responsible for any liability or loss due to improper
operation.
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CONTENTS :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7. Spinner
8. Wing Structs
9. Philip Screw Driver
10. Plastic Moulded Antenna
11. Accessory pack

Fuselage
Main wing
Horizontal tail
Rudder
Main undercarriage with plastic fairings
3 blade propeller with prop adapter

SPECIFICATIONS :
- Wing Span : 965mm/37.99in
- Length : 790mm/31.10in
- Weight : 710g
- Battery : LI-PO 11.1V 1300mAh-1500mah 15C
- Motor : DST-1200( KV1200)

- ESC : 20A Brushless ESC
- Recommend R/C System : 2.4GHz 4Ch Radio and up
- Servo : 9g x 4pcs
- Propeller : 7045 3-blade prop
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1.Install the main undercarriage by slightly holding either side of the landing gear together
and then push it into the slot on the fuselage. You will hear a click when it is fully inserted
into the slot.

2. Apply foam glue to the horizontal tail as shown. Just apply good enough of glue to the area
and don’t apply beyond the width of the tail.
Align the horizontal tail to the fuselage and ensure it is squared and levelled.
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3. Connect the plastic clevis to the control horn. Ensure the servo horn is in 90 degree angle to
the pushrod and elevator is in level position. Adjust the plastic clevis by turning clockwise
and anti clockwise on the metal push rod to achieve the correct length.

4. Roll the silicon tube onto the plastic clevis to secure the connection.

5. Apply glue to the tail cut out (shown in red line) and leave it aside for glue set.

GLUE
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6. Apply glue to rudder fin and install it onto the fuselage as shown.

7. Ensure the rudder fin is squared and perfectly perpendicular to the horizontal tail.

8. Connect the plastic clevises to the rudder control horn. (Ensure the servo horn is in 90 degree
angle and rudder is in level position.) Roll the silicon tube onto the plastic clevis to secure
the push rod connection.
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9. To install the receiver, the cockpit floor has to be removed from the fuselage. The cockpit
floor design is precise and tight fitted. So please remove it carefully to avoid making
dents on the foam. All the servos wires are well labelled. Please connect the servo leads
correspond to the channels on your receiver.

10. Then tuck the receiver into the compartment and install the cockpit floor back into place.
Ensure that the placement of the receiver will not interfere with the servo horns inside.
Note: Make sure that the propeller is not being installed on the motor
shaft at this moment. You may switch on your R/C system and check if there is any
interference with the setup. You may install the prop later when the RC system has been
completely setup.
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11. You may install the wing onto the fuselage now. Align the plastic dowel on the wing leading
edge to the wing saddle bulkhead. Install the nylon wing bolts on the wing as shown. Screw the
nylon bolts until the wing is fully seated on the wing saddle. The aileron servos and navigational
lights are all hooked up at the same time. Thanks to the new quick and easy PCB connector
design!

12. Install the wing structs into place as shown. First install one side of the struct to the wing
and then install the other side to the fuselage as shown. Use the metal sheet screws to lock
it in place. We have installed a small magnet just at the front of the battery compartment to
collect the mounting screws. This design which comes in handy when you are going to
setup the plane at the field.
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13. Wing structs setup as shown.

14. Apply glue to both of the plastic antennas and stick it on top of the wing.
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15. First install the propeller adapter onto the motor shaft then install the big washer as shown

16. Install the 3 blade propeller, add a small washer and tighten it with a lock nut supplied
in the kit. Note: Use loctite on all screws and mounting bolts to prevent from
loosening during flights. Install the plastic spinner on the motor shaft.
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17. Done!

18. Check the center of gravity and make sure that the CG of the plane should be within
the range as indicated.

45-48mm

Aileron

12-15mm
12-15mm

12-15mm
12-15mm

12-15mm
12-15mm
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ESC Manual
This ESC is a beginning level product line designed for fixed wing. It features super smooth
start up and throttle linearity, multiple protection, low cost and best performance at this level
of product. This is not a toy, only for adult. Age under 14 should be supervised with adult.
Please read this manual carefully before using this product for the sake of safety. Hobbyking
model have no control over the use, installation, application or maintenance of these products,
thus no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damages, losses of costs resulting from
the use of this item.

Hobbyking

ESC
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Input Voltage

Programmable

20A ESC

lost
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7.
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8.

9. Low Voltage Cutoff Type
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